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Letter 351
Angel Gabriel’s All-Purpose Sleeping Powder
2014-05-31
Dear Dan,

"

“Now, as he was speaking with me,
I was in a deep sleep with my face to the ground;”
Daniel 8:18

Within the past 8 months a phenomena began to occur after I started to let angel Gabriel
come in to my bedroom to watch TV while I eat dinner. I would become sleepy two or three
hours before it was my normal bedtime. This may take some explaining.
Some time before Gabriel showed up in January of 2014 I started to become too sore after
work to sit in my TV chair in the family room to eat dinner. So I developed the habit of
making food in the microwave, and then going into my bedroom to lay down to eat and
watch TV. After Gabriel arrived and became more or less a permanent house guest, I
started to feel bad that he would sit in the family room by himself while angels Gabriella,
Gabe, Maiah and I were secluded in my bedroom.
Then Gabriella started urging me to include Gabriel while we were watching TV. So after a
while I caved in and now Gabriel is a routine Nixture in the bedroom, which at that moment
is actually being used as a dining/TV room. After dinner and some more TV watching, he
kindly departs from the room when tell him I want to go to sleep. But after a week or two
of him being with us for dinner, I noticed that I began to get sort of drowsy. This was not
normal for me as I tend to be rather awake until I take my medications, which I do about
thirty minutes before I actually want to fall asleep.
After a few times of this, I began to get wise, and said to Gabriel something like;

"

“Why don’t you keep your magic sleeping dust in your pocket?”

"

“BUT ITS TIME FOR YOU TO RELAX (ROMANUS). AFTER ALL, YOU ARE LAYING DOWN IN
BED” was his reply.
“BESIDES” he added, “YOU CAN EASLIY SHAKE OFF THE SLEEPINESS IF YOU WALK DOWN
TO THE KITCHEN OR SOMETHING”.
So now I just receive the relaxation sedative he administers, while at the same time trying
to keep my eyes open so we can Ninish the Star Trek episode we are watching.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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